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15 Island PHCs:
Bogu Is.
Badi Is.
Dauan Is.
Mabuag Is.
Salibai Is.
St Paul’s Is.
Kubin Is.
Yam Is.
Waraber Is.
Horn Is.
Coconut Is.
Murray Is.
York Is.
Stephen Is.
Darnley Is.

15 Island PHCs:
Seisia PHC
New Mapoon HC
Barampa & PHC
Injoo HC
Umagico PHC
Barrow Is.
Sai blanco Is.
Saibai Is.
Mabuiag Is.
Dauan Is.
Stephen Is.
York Is.
Cram ID.
Lakeland Is.
Darnley Is.

15 Island PHCs:
Burketown HC
Mount Isa
Doomadgee
Thursday Island & PHC
Umagico PHC
Injoo HC
New Mapoon HC
Barampa & PHC
Injoo HC
Umagico PHC
Barrow Is.
Sai blanco Is.
Saibai Is.
Mabuiag Is.
Dauan Is.
Stephen Is.
York Is.
Cram ID.
Lakeland Is.
Darnley Is.